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Abstract approved

The Peck Mountain area is located in west-central Idaho just 15

miles east of the Oregon-Idaho border. It is tectonically located

within the "Columbia Arc" of the Nevadan oroaenic belt.

The Seven Devils Volcanics, Permian to Traissic in age, are the

oldest rocks in the area. They are composed of a eugeosynclinal

sequence of metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. The North Hornet

and Olive Creek intrusives are metamorphosed meta-quartz diorite plutons.

They were guided in their emplacement by pre-existing northeast trend-

ing fractures in the Seven Devils Volcanics. Both intrusives are

Triassic or older in age. The Seven Devils Volcanics and the meta-quartz

diorite plutons have been cut by fine-grained mafic dikes some time

before regional metamorphism.

All of the pre-Tertiary rocks in the area have been subjected to

low-grade regional metamorphism. This probably took place before Late

Jurassic time.

The highly altered, fine-grained, partially porphyritic rock in the

central part of the Peck Mountain area is not a separate intrusive, as

it has previously been described. It is, instead, a zone of hydro-

thermal alteration that parallels the contact between the meta-quartz



diorite and the Seven Devils Volcanics. Mineralogical and textural

evidence shows, however, that the hydrothermal fluids must have

emanated from a younger (post Jurassic) source at depth and not from

the meta-quartz diorite presently exposed in the area. The hydrothermal

fluids were also guided along northeast trending fractures in the pre-

Tertiary rocks.

The Columbia River Basalt, of Miocene age, once covered the entire

Peck Mountain area. Post-Miocene erosion has exposed the pre-Tertiary

rocks as a window in the surrounding basalt. There is evidence in the

Peck Mountain area that both the Yakima and the Picture Gorge forma-

tions of the Columbia River Basalt may be present. If this can be

verified by further studies. the contact could prove invaluable in

deciphering post-Miocene tectonism.
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THE GEOLOGY AND THE MINERALIZATION OF THE PECK

MOUNTAIN AREA, HORNET QUADRANGLE, IDAHO

INTRODUCTION

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to set forth a more detailed and

accurate picture of the geology of the Peck Mountain area and to show

its relationship to the regional geology. An important part of the

report concerns a study of the alteration and mineralization that is

prevalent throughout the central and northern part of the mapped area.

The primary objective, however, was the mapping and interpretation of

the geology of this area.

Location and Accessibility

The thesis area consists`of 36 square miles in the central part of

the Hornet Quadrangle. This quadrangle is in west-central Idaho

approximately 12 miles east of the Snake River between 116°30' and

116°45' west longitude and between 44°00' and 45°00' north latitude

(Fig. 1).

The nearest towns are Council, 15 miles to the southeast, and

Bear, 15 miles to the north, Ready access is obtained from Council via

the Council-Cuprum road. This road is maintained and open all year

(Fig. 2).
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Logging operations have been carried on for many years in this

region and almost every square mile can be reached by road. Although

the majority of the logging roads are impassable with a conventional

automobile, they provide paths for hiking into much of the area. More

importantly, road cuts provide valuable exposures of bedrock (Fig. 4).

The United States Forest Service also maintains a system of roads

in the area and these are kept open throughout the summer.

Methods of Investigation

A total of nine weeks were spent in the field. The geology was

plotted on a base map enlarged from the 15 minute Hornet Quadrangle to

a scale of 1:24,000.

Thin sections of all representative rock types were prepared for

petrographic descriptions and studies of alteration and mineralization.

Previous Work

In 1919 and 1920, D. C. Livingston and F. B. Laney carried out

reconnaissance studies of the geology and mineralization in the Peck

Mountain area. The rocks were briefly described, and the mineraliza-

tion merely noted.

After a return visit to the area, Livingston (1923, p. 7) de-

scribed the rock composing Peck Mountain as "rather dense, light

colored, and containing medium sized phenocrysts of quartz; originally

it contained crystals and grains of pyrite and other sulfides as

witnessed by its dense staining with iron oxide and its persistent

reddish color at the surface. It is evidently an intrusive as it clear-

ly intrudes the granodiorite near the Hornet Ranger Station".
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Figure 2. South side of Peck Mountain viewed from Council-Cuprum road

Figure 3. Looking south down Hornet Creek Valley from near the base of

Peck Mountain

F4'
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Figure 4. National forest road in northwest part of mapped area

Figure 5, !Alluvial valley through which flows the left fork of the

North Hornet Creek
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Livingston suggested that copper mineralization might run higher than

one percent in some areas. He implied that exploratory development,

based on careful geologic investigation, might lead to the discovery of

important ore deposits.

The area was later examined by Cook (1953) who gave a brief descrip-

tion of the North Hornet Mine.

Climate

Summers in the thesis area are warm and dry and are characterized

by violent thunderstorms. Many forest fires are started by these

storms during the dry season. Daytime temperatures are warm and

frequently attain 900. During July of 1964, the average maximum

temperature was 89.40, and the average minimum temperature was 53.30

(Climatological Data, 1965).

Streams draining the Peck Mountain area and those flowing through

the thesis area from the Cuddy Mountains,, three miles to the southwest,

commonly flood as a consequence of the torrential rains.

Vegetation

The forests around Peck Mountain have been selectively logged for

many years and second growth trees comprise the bulk of the standing

timber. Ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, and White fir are of economic

importance. Groves of cottonwood and aspen are scattered along most

of the streams.

Because of limited rainfall and thin soils, vegetation is sparse

and most upland surfaces are covered with sage brush. This is

expecially true of the south and west slopes of Peck Mountain and
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nearby basalt capped ridges and plateaus. However, grasslands occur on

the western edge of the thesis area on slopes that rise toward the

Cuddy Mountains.

Although cattle graze over the entire region, farming is almost

entirely limited to the Hornet Creek valley below the Hornet Creek

Ranger Station. Excellent yields of grains, corn, and alfalfa are

attained here through the use of extensive irrigation (Fig. 2).
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Peck Mountain area is located within the arcuate Nevadan

orogenic belt (Fig. 26). In this region of western Idaho and eastern

Oregon the pre-Tertiary rocks of the belt have been exposed by the

erosion of the overlying Columbia River Basalt.

The Seven Devils Volcanics in Western Idaho and the correlative

Clover Creek Greenstone in eastern Oregon are Permian to Triassic in

age and are the oldest rocks in the region. They are composed of meta-

volcanic and metasedimentary rocks and have been subjected to regional

metamorphism in the greenschist facies. Plutonic rocks within this

sequence are composed predominantly of meta-quartz diorite, quartz

diorite, soda quartz diorite (albite granite), granodiorite, gabbro

and ultramafic rocks. The plutonic rocks were originally divided into

two groups on the basis of mineralogical differences and more

importantly on the relative effects of metamorphism (Gilluly, 1937).

Radiometric age dating has shown the more strongly deformed and meta-

morphosed intrusives (Lanphere and others, 1968) to be Permian to

Triassic in age and the unmetamorphosed intrusives (Thayer and Brown,

1964) to be late Jurassic to early Cretaceous in age.

Shearing, rather than tight folding, is the most prevalent type

of deformation in the pre-Tertiary rocks. In many places, the shear

fractures provided structural control for the later emplacement of

intrusives and genetically related hydrothermal fluids. Regionally,

this structural grain and the partially aligned plutonic rocks make up

the great arcuate Nevadan orogenic belt.
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Alteration and mineralization of these pre-Tertiary rocks have

produced many surface anomalies for eager prospectors. Few deposits,

however, have proved to be profitable. Gold, silver, copper, lead,

zinc, manganese, iron and tungsten ores have been removed from some of

these properties. Active exploration is still carried out by

individuals and mining companies.

The Columbia River Basalt of Miocene age was extruded through

fissures and conduits and flowed out over most of the region. During

and after deposition of the Columbia River Basalt, the area was

subjected to block faulting and gentle folding along the earlier

Nevadan structural trends. After post-Miocene uplift and erosion the

older rocks were exposed. The Peck Mountain area is exposed as a

window in the surrounding basalt. In many areas the Columbia River

Basalt can be divided into two formations, the Picture Gorge formation

(early to middle Miocene) and the Yakima formation (middle to late

Miocene). The distinguishing characteristics are subtle, but where

the contact is discernible it may later prove to be invaluable in

deciphering the post-Miocene deformation.
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ROCK TYPES

Seven Devils Volcanics

The oldest rocks in the mapped.area consist of metamorphosed

volcanic flows or intrusions and interbedded volcanic sediments. The

flows and/or intrusions are quartz keratophyres, keratophyres and mild-

ly metamorphosed dacites. Keratophyres are by far the most abundant

rock type. Interbedded sediments are volcanic sandstones and breccias

of which some are probably tuffaceous. The rocks are predominantly

light to dark green and gray to gray-black in color. Because of the

discontinuous outcrops, the stratigraphic sequence could not be estab-

lished and the total thickness of this unit is unknown.

The Seven Devils Volcanics have been subjected to low grade

regional metamorphism. The minerals in these metavolcanics are re-

placed by quartz, albite, epidote, and chlorite suggesting low grade

metamorphism in the greenschist facies (Turner and Verhoogen, 1960).

Lindgren (1900) named these rocks the Seven Devils series from

outcrops that make up the bulk of the Seven Devils Mountains. Anderson

(1930) studied similar rocks near Orofino, Idaho, and changed the name

to the Seven Devils Volcanics. As will be shown later, pre-Tertiary

country rocks of the Peck Mountain area are considered correlative

with similar lithologies described by Lindgren (1900) and Anderson

(1930) in the adjoining region.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

The Seven Devils Volcanics are exposed in the northern part of the

thesis area along a northwest trending belt partly exposed by erosion
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of the overlying Columbia River Basalt. In general, outcrops are wide-

ly scattered small rounded knobs protruding through light to dark brown

friable soil. This characteristic soil was often used in determining

the underlying rock type and in delineating contacts.

On the upland areas the Seven Devils Volcanics are exposed as small

rounded knobs usually no larger than a few square yards. The knobs

usually contain deep cracks due to weathering along joints (Fig. 6).

The best exposures are along road cuts and stream valleys in the

northern one-half of the thesis area where outcrops are larger and

fresher.

Lithology and Petrography

The Seven Devils Volcanics are characterized by a sequence of hard

"hammer-ringing" greenstones. Volcanic flows and sediments have been

altered and metamorphosed to the extent that they are almost indistin-

guishable in the field. The coarse-grained metasedimentary rocks are

usually identifiable in hand sample. In a few places, thinly laminated

bedding is visible on weathered surfaces (Fig. 27). These laminated

sediments appear to grade imperceptibly into the overlying keratophyric

flows and/or sills. Few sedimentary structures were found and their

absence made it impossible to determine whether or not the sediments

are in a normal stratigraphic position.

The sediments consist of rounded to angular grains of quartz,

feldspar and volcanic rock fragments set in a fine-grained matrix. Most

clasts are 1-2 mm long. Because of intense alteration the original

mineralogical composition of most rocks cannot be readily determined.

Quartz keratophyres and keratophyres are light to dark green in
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Figure 6. Northeast trending joints in the Seven Devils Volcanics.

Located north side of U.S. Forest Service road in center

of Section 19, T.18 N., R.2 W.

Figure 7. U.S. Forest Service road cut in the Seven Devils Volcanics,

center of Section 19, T.18 N., R.2 W.
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color and have fine-grained and apparently recrystallized matrices.

Feldspar phenocrysts are commonly present in both rock types. However,

quartz phenocrysts up to 55 mm in diameter are limited to quartz

keratophyres (Figs. 8 and 9).

All the feldspars are albitic and range between An-7 and An-12 in

composition. They average approximately An-10. Albite is light colored,

cloudy, and usually charged with tiny inclusions. It has a positive

sign, relief less than balsam, and extinction angles between 100 and 150.

Larger phenocrysts, that range up to 2.5 mm long, may have cores of

oligoclase and andesine rimmed with pseudomorphic albite. Albite and

pericline twinning are common in larger phenocrysts. Smaller

phenocrysts, usually 0.5 mm or less in length, are commonly euhedral and

have Carlsbad twinning. Groundmass feldspar is generally associated

with quartz in a felted texture.

The original crystal form and composition of most feldspars have

been changed by alteration and replacement of variable intensity. The

larger albite laths have ragged edges that are commonly replaced by

epidote, chlorite, pyrite, white mica, calcite, and quartz. Sodic

feldspar has been preferentially replaced where crystals are grouped

together in glomeroporphyritic clusters. Pyrite is especially prevalent

in these feldspar clots and little is found in the groundmass. Chlorite

(penninite) commonly replaces the feldspar parallel to twin planes.

Quartz in the quartz keratophyres occurs as phenocrysts up to 4 mm

in diameter and as micro-crystals in the felted groundmass. A few

phenocrysts are euhedral but most are corroded and deeply embayed. Dust

trails are present and many phenocrysts show wavy extinction. Some
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Figure 9. Photomicrograph of quartz keratophyre
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quartz phenocrysts are broken and the fragments may exhibit displace-

ment. However, most quartz that is fractured shows little movement.

In a few specimens the quartz has been partly replaced by white mica

and/or calcite.

No primary amphiboles or pyroxenes were found in the keratophyres.

Their former presence, however, is suggested by rectangular clusters of

epidote and chlorite.

The groundmass of the keratophyres has been partly recrystallized

and much of the feldspar has been replaced by quartz. In a few samples

the groundmass quartz is spherical and displays a radial irregular

extinction. Many of these spherulites are visible only under high

magnification. Chlorite is also present in the groundmass and is

similar to quartz in that it also occurs as aggregates of tiny spheres

showing radial extinction but with anomalous brown interference colors.

Effects of intense hydrothermal alteration of these rocks will be

discussed later.

Correlation and Age

No fossils were found in the metavolcanic and metasedimentary

sequence. On the basis of lithologic similarity this formation is

tentatively correlated with similar rocks from nearby locations in

western Idaho and eastern Oregon.

Anderson (1930) studied these rocks near Orofino, Idaho, and

described them as a greenstone sequence of andesitic flows and dioritic

and gabbroic dikes and stocks. He suggested that their overall similarity

was a function of extensive alteration. Although he reported no inter-

bedded sediments, Anderson (1930, p. 13-14) believed these rocks to be
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of Permian age.

Gilluly (1937) named the Clover Creek greenstone from exposures

along that creek in eastern Oregon. The greenstones consisted of quartz

keratophyre, keratophyre, spilite, albite diabase, keratophyre and

quartz keratophyre tuff and breccia, meta-andesite, chert, conglomerate,

argillite, and limestone. Quartz keratophyres are most abundant with

lesser amounts of keratophyre flows, meta-andesite, and keratophyre

tuffs. Petrographic descriptions and chemical compositions of the

quartz keratophyre given by Gilluly (1937) are almost identical with

those of the thesis area. (Table B, p. 56.)

Girty tentatively dated a collection of predominantly productid

shells from the Clover Creek greenstones as Permian (Gilluly, 1937).

Bostwick and Koch (1962), on the basis of paleontological and

lithological evidence, decided that the Clover Creek greenstone

contained rocks of both Permian and Triassic age.

Wagner (1945, p. 4) described the Seven Devils Volcanics north of

Riggins, Idaho, as a "metamorphosed complex of flows and pyroclastics

with some minor intercalated sedimentary materials and many intruded

stocks and dikes. The entire group is so metamorphosed that in many

places it resembles a greenstone." Wagner found nothing in this area

to indicate the age of the volcanic rocks.

Hamilton (1963) described the Seven Devils volcanics in the

Riggins area of western Idaho as a metavolcanic sequence of submarine

lavas, tuffs, and agglomerates. Metamorphosed tuffs and agglomerates

are more widespread than are flows and sills. Basalt, andesite,

dacite and their albitized equivalents (spilite, keratophyre, and
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quartz keratophyre) are important rock types. This description of the

Seven Devils volcanics given by Hamilton (1963) indicates a close

similarity with rocks of the Peck Mountain area.

Hamilton found no fossils in the Seven Devils volcanics but stated

that their stratigraphic position was immediately beneath the Martin

Bridge Limestone of Triassic age. From paleontological evidence, Cannon

(Hamilton, 1963) dated similar rocks in the Cuprum Quadrangle as Permian

and Late Triassic age. These rocks are considered correlative with the

Seven Devils volcanics of the Riggins area.

The closest exposure of rocks similar to the greenstones in the

Peck Mountain area, is in the Snake.River Canyon 25 miles to the west.

They consist of quartz keratophyres, keratophyres, subordinate spilite,

volcaniclastic rocks, and tuffs as described by Vallier (1967). Stehli

has dated fossils collected by Vallier as definitely Permian (personal

communication, Vallier, 1966). The writer believes that the greenstone

sequence of the Peck Mountain area is correlative with the Permian

rocks described by Vallier.

A tentative age of Permian to possibly Late Triassic is herein

proposed for the sequence of metavolcanic rocks in the Peck Mountain

area.

Intrusive Rocks

Intrusive Rocks of the Peck Mountain area include several small

quartz diorite stocks and numerous fine-grained mafic dikes. The quartz

diorite has been subdivided into two phases on the basis of grain size

and relative intensity of metamorphic effects. These two types are
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named for locations at which they are best exposed. They are the

medium-grained (1-2 mm) Olive Creek pluton and the coarser-grained

(2-6 mm) North Hornet pluton. In hand specimen, the North Hornet

pluton appears more altered than the Olive Creek pluton. Mineralogical

and textural differences were used to separate the two types in the

field. The two phases are referred to collectively in the text as

meta-quartz diorites.

It was not possible to determine the relative ages of the two meta-

quartz diorite phases as mutual contacts were not found. However,

intrusive relationships indicate that the mafic dikes post date both

quartz diorite phases.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

Olive Creek Intrusive

Exposures of the Olive Creek pluton are along Olive Creek in the

south-central part of the area. The best exposures are on the east

side of the creek (Fig. 10). It is also exposed along the left fork

of North Hornet Creek to the northeast (Fig. 11). In both areas,

exposures of relatively fresh rock are due largely to the U.S. Forest

Service roads.

North Hornet Intrusive

The North Hornet intrusive is best exposed along North Hornet

Creek where it is adjacent to the Olive Creek intrusive (Fig. 12).

U.S. Forest Service roads again provide the best exposures. Topography

developed on the North Hornet intrusive is typically characterized by

rounded and thinly-grassed slopes. Occasional large outcrops are found
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in draws and along creeks.

Both intrusives are sheared and jointed. In places the meta-

quartz diorite has been sheared into a maze of small blocks and slivers

(one inch wide) making it virtually impossible to collect adequate

samples. In other areas the planes of shearing and jointing are widely

spaced (several feet). Many fractures have been filled with quartz

and epidote so that even highly fractured bedrock often forms steep-

faced exposures.

A loose granular soil or grus is present on both phases of the

meta-quartz diorite and is present, throughout much of the area. The

grus ranges from a few inches to more than 50 ft. in thickness. The

grus is especially thick near the North Hornet Mine (Fig. 14) and

southeast of the Hornet Guard Station along the Council-Cuprum

Road (Fig. 15). At both locations it is quarried for road gravel.

Chemical weathering was not instrumental in the formation of the grus

as the individual particles contain essentially unaltered feldspar,

quartz, and ferromagnesian minerals. It is more probable that physical

or mechanical disintegration along fracture and shear zones was the

major cause for the formation of the grus (Fig. 10), This physical

weathering of the granitic rocks in the Peck Mountain area is pre-

Columbia River Basalt in age. In at least two locations, the basalt

is resting directly on the grus. Grus is also developed on the granitic

rocks of the Idaho Batholith and on quartz diorite and albite granite

in the Sparta quadrangle of Oregon.

Mafic Dikes

Fine-grained, dark colored dikes intrude both the Seven Devils
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Figure 10. Olive Creek intrusive exposure on the east side of Olive

Creek Canyon. Road cut in NW14 of Section 7, T.17 N., R.2 W.

shows sharp boundary between fresh and highly weathered

rock.

Figure 11. Large outcrop of Olive Creek intrusive in the northeast

part of the area (Section 21, T.18 N., R.2 W.)

4
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Figure 12. Rounded knobs of North Hornet intrusive containing northeast-

trending joints on east side of the left fork of North
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Figure 13. Outcrop of Olive Creek intrusive on east side of Dry Creek

Canyon, NWQ of Section 7, T.17 N., R.2 W.
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Figure 14. Resistant masses of coarser-grained meta-quartz diorite

(North Hornet intrusive) in grus. Gravel near North Hornet

mine.
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Figure 15. Gravel pit in meta-quartz diorite (Olive Creek intrusive)

grus. Located on Council-Cuprum road one fourth mile

southeast of Hornet Ranner Station.
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Volcanics and the meta-quartz diorite in the Peck Mountain area. The

dikes range in width from a few inches to 15 ft. They are steeply dip-

ping (700-900) and appear to be controlled by pre-Tertiary joint or

fault trends (Fig. 19). The dikes strike both northwest and northeast.

In fresh exposures, as in road cuts, the dikes are readily visible

because of their strong contrast in color and texture with the pre-

Tertiary rocks which they intrude. In open country, however, the dikes

are extremely difficult to see and their presence can only be verified

by float. This makes mapping them for any distance difficult.

Lithology and Petrography

Olive Creek Intrusive

The medium-grained phase of meta-quartz diorite is commonly light

gray to light gray-green in color. In some areas the rock appears

virtually unaltered with only a trace of light green epidote. Elsewhere,

the ferromagnesian minerals are completely replaced by epidote and

chlorite, and the rock is bleached and recrystallized. Where intensely

fractured the rock is bleached, silicified, epidotized, and stained with

iron oxides along joints. In these zones, the ferromagnesian minerals

are sparse to entirely absent. The feldspars range from fresh clear

white to dull porcelaneous white or greenish-white in color.

Many broken and bent crystals are visible in thin section. The

feldspars and quartz are commonly broken or offset whereas hornblende

and especially biotite are bent around other minerals (Fig. 16). These

dislocation effects may vary from a few crystals to a complete shatter-

ing that results in a true cataclastic texture. Banded textures that
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are common to mylonites were not observed in either thin sections or

outcrops.

The quartz diorite has undergone both alteration and recyrstalliza-

tion, particularly in those samples that exhibit a cataclastic texture.

In such rocks, the feldspars have been albitized with the plagioclase

ranging from An7 to An10 in composition. Samples that show little or

no evidence of cataclastic deformation have feldspars that are

essentially unaltered and range from An40 to An43 in composition.

Quartz is present as recrystallized sutured masses up to three

millimeters in diameter, as remobilized granules embaying and replacing

feldspars, and as normal interstitial quartz. Most of the quartz is

fractured and exhibits strain shadows. Larger masses of quartz commonly

exhibit fractures that die out in adjacent feldspars.

Hornblende is present as splintery laths, up to 1 mm long, and as

subhedral grains ranging from 4-2 mm in length. Much of it is replaced

by actinolite and in places hair-like actinolite needles can be seen

growing both perpendicular and parallel to the borders of light green

hornblende crystals. Actinolite is also present as minute needles

growing into the surrounding minerals from hair-like veinlets (Fig. 17).

The content of hornblende ranges from one to seven percent.

Biotite makes up 0.3 to 0.5 percent of the Olive Creek Intrusive.

It is commonly replaced by sphene, iron oxides (magnetite?), chlorite,

and white mica (sericite). The biotite is dark greenish-brown in

color and rarely exceeds two millimeters in length.

Epidote, quartz, chlorite, albite, and sericite are common

secondary minerals. Epidote, although more abundant than chlorite, is
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Figure 16. Photomicrograph of cataclastic texture in Olive creek

intrusive.
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Figure 17. Photomicrograph showing hair-like actinolite needles in

North Hornet intrusive.
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present only in minor amounts (less than 0.5 percent). However, in a

few samples epidote and quartz have replaced almost all primary

minerals. Only ghosts and shreds of hornblende and feldspar remain as

evidence of their former presence. White mica (sericite?) is

pervasively distributed throughout the meta-quartz diorite and at times

may cloud the feldspars to the extent that optical determination of

their properties is impossible. Veinlets of albite and quartz cut

these rocks; their thickness ranges from micro-veinlets to veins 0.5

inches wide. It appears that albitization along with recrystalliza-

tion and replacement of the minerals in the cataclastic rocks was

facilitated by crushing that provided increased surface areas for their

reactions.

North Hornet Intrusive

The North Hornet Intrusive is a metamorphosed quartz diorite. It

is coarser grained (2-6 mm) than the Olive Creek Intrusive but is

otherwise similar in megascopic features. The North Hornet meta-

quartz diorite is grayish white in color and contains many dark-colored

aphanitic xeniliths.

Broken and bent crystals of plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, and

quartz indicate moderate cataclasis (Fig. 18). Most feldspar in the

deformed rocks is albitic and ranges from An4 to An10. Undeformed

feldspars are andesine (An40-43) and they commonly display shadowy

zoning. The feldspars may be completely replaced by fine-grained

white mica (sericite), clay minerals, chlorite (penninite), epidote,

and quartz. Commonly this alteration is limited to the more calcic
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Figure 18. Cataclastic texture in North Hornet intrusive.
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cores of the plagioclase which accentuates the rims of light gray,

clear to cloudy albite.

Quartz is abundant and ranges from 30 to 35 percent. It is common-

ly recrystallized, fractured and strained.

Hornblende, which comprises 1 to 9 percent of the rock is often

replaced by actinolite. Dark greenish brown biotite comprises 1 to 5

percent of the rock. Both hornblende and biotite may be replaced by

sphene, chlorite (penninite), epidote and iron oxides (Magnetite?).

Mafic Dikes

The dikes are usually dark greenish-black in color and may contain

abundant epidote veinlets. In the central part of the area they contain

disseminated blebs and veinlets of pyrite. The dikes appear as indistinct

shadows where present in hydrothermally altered rocks. This relation-

ship proves that the dikes are post-quartz diorite and pre-hydrothermal

alteration.

In thin section the dike rocks appear to be metamorphosed diabase

and display intergranular or diabasic texture. A few are crudely

pilotaxitic. The meta-diabase ranges from equigranular to porphyritic

in texture. Fine-grained clinopyroxene subhedra that are localized

within a matte of albitized plagioclase feldspar (An9-10) are the

dominant primary minerals. Rare feldspar phenocrysts are seldom over

one half millimeter long. The primary minerals may be partly to wholly

replaced by actinolite, chlorite, epidote, and magnetite. Numerous

veinlets (less than 0.1 mm wide) of epidote and quartz cut the dikes.

A large pipe-like intrusive crops out on a small point between the

Left Fork of Hornet Creek and Badger Gulch. Although the intrusive is
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not a dike, it is oblong (150 ft by 60 ft) with its long dimension

oriented N 55°W. The pear-shaped intrusive exhibits spectacular

columnar jointing. Large curved columns, up to 20 ft long, have

formed perpendicular to the cooling surface of the intrusive and point

inward to a common center line (Figs. 21-22). The rock contains a

faint fracture perpendicular to the length of the column.

The rock is extremely fine-grained which made mineral identifica-

tions from thin-sections nearly impossible. The texture is

pilotaxitic.

This particular intrusive may not be related to the other dikes in

the area, but may in fact be a Columbia River Basalt feeder conduit.

This hypothesis appears plausible because the dike which intrudes

hydrothermally altered metavolcanics is itself unaltered.

Age and Regional Distribution

The age of the two meta-quartz diorite phases is unknown. They

intrude the greenstone sequence that is tentatively correlated with

rocks of Permian age of the Snake River Canyon on the basis of

lithologic similarity (personal communication, Vallier, 1966).

To the writer's knowledge, the meta-quartz diorite in the thesis

area has never been examined in detail. Livingston (1923), described

the quartz porphyry of Peck Mountain as being clearly intrusive into

the granodiorite. The rock referred to as granodiorite by Livingston

is the North Hornet intrusive described earlier in the text. Although

he did not specifically refer to granodiorite in this area, similar

rocks in the Hitt, Cuddy, and Seven Devils Mountains areas were dated

as post-Triassic. Livingston and Laney (1920) had previously described
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Figure 19. Joint controlled dikes in Olive Creek intrusive on west

side of Olive Creek. Road cut in SW4 Section 6, T.17 M.,

R. 2 W.

Figure 20. Dike (ten ft. thick) in Olive Creek intrusive in road cut

S' Section 6, T.17 M., R.2 W.
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Figure 21. Large curved columns in pipe-like intrusion on east side

of Peck Mountain in NE/ Section 28, T.18 N., R.2 W.

Figure 22. As in Figure 21.
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a granodiorite in the Seven Devils Mountains and suggested that it was

a spur from the Idaho Batholith to the east. They also described a

finer grained intrusive, similar in composition to the granodiorite,

as an early phase of the coarser granodiorite. Fragments of the finer

grained granodiorite were found within the coarser grained variety

thus making it older.

Cook (1954) suggested that the two phases described by Livingston

and Laney are separate intrusions. The coarser textured granodiorite

is locally sheared, silicified, and epidotized whereas the fine-grained

quartz diorite is relatively fresh. Cook states that emplacement of

the two intrusions was controlled by different structures.

Gilluly (1937) demonstrated that intrusives of the Baker

Quadrangle, Oregon, could be divided into two plutonic cycles. The

earlier stage, probably post-Carboniferous in age, is represented by

gabbro, meta-gabbro, diorite, trondhjemite (soda-rich quartz diorite),

and albite granite, with subordinate serpentine, and other subsilicic

rocks. The second stage, probably post-Jurassic in age, is composed of

essentially unmetamorphosed biotite-quartz diorite, Gilluly (1937,

p. 28) states that the "plutonic rocks can be divided, on the basis

of their degree of deformation and metamorphism, into two groups, one

showing notable cataclastic and metasomatic metamorphism and another in

which these features are negligible". Gilluly is not sure if the two

rock types are comagmatic or whether they were separated by a large

expanse of time. He deduced their post-Carboniferous and post-Jurassic

ages by comparing the intrusives to similar dated rocks in other areas.

He further noted that many so-called post-Carboniferous rocks may really
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be Permian in age.

Hamilton (1963) has also described granitic rocks intrusive into

the Seven Devils Volcanics in the Riggins Quadrangle, 40 miles to the

northeast of the thesis area. Three plutons of metamorphosed quartz

diorite are present. They are massive and unsheared, although thorough-

ly reconstituted (albitized, silicified, epidotized, chloritized). The

mineralogy of meta-quartz diorites in the Riggins area is similar to

those of Peck Mountain; however, those from the Riggins area lack cata-

clastic textures. Hamilton correlated these meta-quartz diorites with

those in the Klamath Mountains of southwestern Oregon and northern

California and those in eastern Oregon that have been dated radiometrical-

ly and stratigraphically as Jurassic in age. Hamilton (1963), therefore,

suggests that the Seven Devils Volcanics, which lie below his Rapid

River thrust, were intruded by quartz diorite and metamorphosed in Late

Jurassic time. Another series of rocks of unknown age, named the

Riggins Group by Hamilton (1963), lie above the Rapid River thrust.

Intrusive masses and associated metamorphism in the Riggins Group are

dated by him as probably Early Cretaceous in age.

Thayer and Brown (1964) do not agree completely with the relative

ages of metamorphisn and intrusion suggested by Hamilton. They

described the Canyon Mountain Complex, south of John Day, Oregon, as a

"magma series, forcibly emplaced, of peridotite and gabbro together as

crystal mushes followed closely by intrusion of quartz diorite and

albite granite. Continued strong deformation after intrusion is shown

by widespread brecciation and albitization of gabbro, quartz diorite,

and Paleozoic rocks, and by diapiric movement of serpentine that engulf-
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ed blocks of albite granite". Thayer and Brown date the emplacement of

the Canyon Mountain magma series as positively post-Wolfcampian and pre-

Late Triassic.

It is apparent from the literature, that there are two ages of

plutonism with which to correlate the meta-quartz diorite in the thesis

area. The older series described in the literature is dynamically

metamorphosed and has been recrystallized and reconstituted. These

rocks have been assigned an age between early Permian and pre-Late

Traissic. The younger group of intrusions are unmetamorphosed and

crosscut the older magma series. This younger series is near the

Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary in age.

The meta-quartz diorites in the thesis area are very similar to

those rocks described in the literature as the "older series". Cata-

clastic textures of variable intensity, recrystallization, silicifica-

tion, albitization, and epidotization which are typical of the "older

magma series" of eastern Oregon and western Idaho are also present in

meta-quartz diorite of the Peck Mountain area. This suggests that the

Olive Creek and North Hornet Intrusives are pre-Jurassic in age.

Recent unpublished K-Ar age determinations obtained by Dr. C. W.

Field and Mr. W. R. Bruce for the younger quartz diorite intrusions

of the Cuddy Mountain complex located five miles southwest of Peck

Mountain support this suggestion (personal communication, Field, 1968).

A minimum age of 216 m.y. for the unmetamorphosed Cuddy Mountain quartz

diorite, presumably Triassic and possibly older, implies that the

metamorphosed quartz diorite of the Peck Mountain area are equivalent

or older in age. Additionally, these seemingly anomalously old
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plutonic rocks are consistent with a number of older dates recently

published by Lanphere and others (1968) for compositionally similar

plutons (Pit River Stock) of the Klamath Mountains, California.

Columbia River Basalt

In the Peck Mountain area, the Columbia River Basalt consists of

many flat lying lava flows. Baked zones and flow breccias are visible

near flow surfaces. One isolated tuff bed yielded gem quality opalized

wood.

Distribution and Topographic Expression

Two thirds of the map area is covered by Columbia River Basalt.

The topography developed on the basalt is, for the most part, subdued

with very few cliff-like exposures. However, good exposures are present

along North Hornet Creek (Fig. 23). The contact between the Columbia

River Basalt and the pre-Tertiary rocks is usually readily apparent and

in places is accentuated by an abrupt chance in vegetation. This

phenomenon is particularly evident where basalt flows lap up on to the

highly altered pre-Tertiary rocks. Here the sage brush, which often

grows in profusion on the Columbia River Basalt, becomes sparse to non-

existent.

The Columbia River Basalt attains an estimated thickness of at

least 1700 feet in the western part of the area. The basalt is thin

around the flanks of Peck Mountain where in places it forms only a

residuum of rounded cobbles and bounders in a red clay soil. These

conditions may indicate that Peck Mountain was at a higher elevation

during deposition of the Columbia River Basalt.
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Figure 23. Small cliff-like exposure of Columbia River Basalt on east

side of left fork of the North Hornet Creek

the southeast part of the mapped area.
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Figure 24. Columbia River Basalt in valley and background. East side

of the Hornet Creek valley, Section 9, T.17 N., R.2 W.
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In places and particularly in the northeastern part of the map

area, individual flows are plainly visible as their brecciated and

vesiculated tops and bottoms are accentuated by comparably denser

growths of pines, willows, and grasses. Springs emanate from these

more porous zones and sustain the vegetation throughout the summer.

The basalt typically weathers to a reddish brown, clay-rich soil.

Roads constructed through the basalt are virtually impassable when wet.

Lithology and Petrography

Detailed study of the Columbia River Basalt was not a major part

of this research. Consequently, only a few samples were studied. How-

ever, results of macroscopic and microscopic examination of these

samples have brought forth an interesting and regionally important fact.

Despite the apparent thinness of the Columbia River Basalt in the Peck

Mountain area, both Picture Gorge and overlying Yakima members of the

basalt may be present. The Picture Gorge type is characterized by

streaky brown surfaces that weather to orange-red colors. In contrast,

the Yakima type is fine grained and dark black in color.

Both samples show intergranular textures. Small clinopyroxene

subhedra are densely scattered in a matte of feldspar crystals. In

general, the feldspar crystals are more euhedral than are the clino-

pyroxenes. The Yakima (?) type is porphyritic with plagioclase

crystals up to two millimeters in length. Waters (1951) states that

typical Yakima basalt is non-porphyritic or contains microphenocrysts.

The Picture Gorge (?) variety is also fine grained but contains sparse

phenocrysts of plagioclase up to five millimeters long. Based on two

thin sections, the plagioclase ranges in composition from An58 in the
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Picture Gorge to An60 in the Yakima. Differences in the percentage of

glass and olivine were major petrographic factors that serve to

distinguish two varieties. The Yakima (?) variety contains twice as

much glass as does the Picture Gorge (?) as riven in Table A. In the

Yakima (?) PmW-134 the glass is dark brown, whereas in the Picture

Gorge (?) PmW-135 it is clearer and light green to liqht brown in color.

The Picture Gorge (?) PmW-135 contains 4.5 percent olivine whereas the

Yakima (?) PmW-134 contains only a trace. Olivine is commonly rimmed

with iddingsite (?) but rarely to the extent of complete replacement

(Table A).

Table A.

Minerals PmW-134 (Yakima) PmW-135 (Picture Gor(ie)

Glass 27.8% 14.1%

Plagioclase (An) 44.3% (An60) 51.7% (An58)

Olivine (including .1% 4.5%

iddingsite)

Cl i nopyroxene 21.3% 21.4%

Iron oxide 6.5% 8.3%

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Correlation and Age

The name "Columbia Lava" was given to the lavas making up the huge

basaltic plateaus of the Pacific Northwest by Russell (1893, p. 20-22).

In 1901 Russell changed the name to Columbia River Basalt. This name

was given to the lavas that ranged in age from Eocene to Recent and

included the basalts of eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, southern
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Idaho and northeastern California. Other workers believed that this

formation should be more restricted in age and geographic extent. Both

Lindgren (1901, p. 592) and Merriam (1901) proposed that the term

Columbia River Basalt be restricted to lavas of Miocene age. At that

time Smith (Waters, 1961), who was working on basalts in the Yakima

area of Washington, introduced the name "Yakima" to flows of that area

rather than limit the term Columbia River Basalt to flows of Miocene age.

For 50 years the terms "Yakima" and "Columbia River Basalt" remain-

ed in the literature as basalts of similar age but from different type

areas. Then Waters (1961) suggested that the Columbia River Basalt be

designated as a group and that it be divided into two formations; the

older (early to middle Miocene) Picture Gorge formation, and the younger

(middle to late Miocene) Yakima formation. Waters (1961) used differ-

ences in mineralogy and stratigraphic position to distinguish the two

formations. An angular unconformity is present between the two forma-

tions. Additionally, with experience one can distinguish between the

two formations on the basis of megascopic criteria. The older Picture

Gorge is porphyritic and less resistant to weathering whereas the Yakima

is non-porphyritic and a highly resistant cliff-former. Springs are

commonly present at the contact between the two units.

In the Riggins Quadrangle forty miles to the northeast, Hamilton

(1963) has described two separate types of basalt. He compared them to

the two formations suggested by Waters, but concluded that it was not

possible to make them correlative with the Yakima and Picture Gorge

formations. He does not mention the presence of an unconformable contact

in the Riggins area. In reference to Waters' 1961 publication, Hamilton
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(1963, p. 14) notes that the "validity of these formations was well

established by Waters in a large region in Oregon and Washington, but

not enough is yet known about their possible continuity between that

region and the Riggins quadrangle to justify their use in the present

report."

Ptacek (1954) however, states that the two formations of Columbia

River Basalt are present in the Seven Devils region of west-central

Idaho. In mapping he distinguished the Picture Gorge from the Yakima

formation by using differences in "(1) topographic expression,

(2) weathering characteristics, (3) macroscopic textures". In addition,

Ptacek (1966, p. 48) noted that the two types of basalt were separated

by an unconformity. Geologic mapping by Dr. Cyrus W. Field and Messrs.

Robert E. Fankhauser (M.S. Thesis, 1968), Wayne R. Bruce (PhD thesis in

preparation), and Mical N. Slater (M.S. Thesis in preparation) in the

Cuddy Mountains four to eight miles southwest has disclosed the presence

of both members of Columbia River Basalt. Although this area is as much

as 3000 feet higher in altitude, the total thickness of basalt is

approximately the same as at Peck Mountain (personal communication,

Field, 1968).

Figure 25 shows the general distribution of Columbia River Basalt

as it relates to the Peck Mountain area.

The writer recognizes the limitations of this attempt to divide

Columbia River Basalt into two varieties. However, the likely presence

of the two formations is hereby recorded and if valid, their distribu-

tion here and in adjacent areas warrants further detailed study.
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Figure 25. Location of thesis area in relation to distribution
of Columbia River Basalt in the northwest United
States. (Waters, 1961, p. 584)
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Unconsolidated Deposits

Alluvial deposits are limited to the Hornet Creek and the North

Hornet Creek valleys. Large rounded boulders up to two feet in

diameter are present in great numbers along the upper reaches of Hornet

Creek. Most of the boulders are composed of quartz diorite (identical

to the rock on top of Cuddy Mountain. A cirque and tarn present at the

head of Hornet Creek suggest that gravel and boulders found as high as

200 feet above the present stream level to the west of the mapped area,

are glacial deposits. The larger boulders in these deposits have been

rounded within four miles of their source.

The lower part of Hornet Creek valley is floored with sands and

gravels. Most of the farming in the Peck Mountain area is carried out

in this valley. These sediments are also used in road construction.

At its maximum the flood plain is one-half mile wide but the average

width is less.

In the southeast the slope of the valley floor is nearly the same

as the dip of the Columbia River Basalt and probably is controlled in

part by the basalt flows. North Hornet Creek does not meander and is

eroding its valley floor. Nonetheless, the bulk of the valley fill

appears to have been derived from glacial outwash from the small valley

glacier formerly present at the head of Hornet Creek.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

Regional Structure in Pre-Tertiary Rocks

Livingston (1923) has suggested that the entire region including

Hitt Mountain, Cuddy Mountain and the Seven Devils Mountains, be

considered as a great roof pendent of Permian and Triassic rocks intrud-

ed by a westward extension of the Idaho Batholith. He further states

that these north-northeast trending mountains coincide with a similar

strike in the stratified beds and with the trend of the Snake River.

He envisioned the area as a northeast-trending dome or anticline with

country rocks dipping to the northwest and southeast away from the axis.

Peck Mountain lies on the eastern flank of this uplift.

In the Seven Devils region to the north, Cook (1954) has described

similar structural trends in the pre-Tertiary rocks. Subparallel sets

of silicified, brecciated, and mineralized shear zones are present in

host rocks that strike N 300-400E and dip steeply to the west. North-

east-trending faults that cut the Seven Devils Volcanics are also

recorded. Here, as in the thesis area, topography does not accentuate

structure and as a result the utility of aerial photographs is limited.

Livingston (1932) described the Paleozoic rocks lying above

Traissic-Jurassic rocks near Mineral, Idaho, as the upper plate of a

major overthrust which he calls the Bayhorse thrust. The fault can be

traced from Burnt River, Oregon, northeast to the Cuddy Mountains of

Idaho. He also suggested that the possibility of an overthrust west

of Riggins should be considered. If the Bayhorse thrust and the one

near Riggins were connected, the entire fault would have a length of
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125-130 miles.

Hamilton (1963) discovered and described a major overthrust a few

miles west of Riggins, Idaho. The northeast trending fault (N 15-200E)

separates the overlying Riggins Group (unknown age) from the lower Seven

Devils Volcanics (Permian-Late Triassic). Within the Seven Devils

Volcanics, however, the structure was found to be very complex and no

mappable stratigraphic subdivisions were found by Hamilton.

The general northeast trending structures in the Peck Mountain area

and in the surrounding area fit nicely into the large eastward,arcuate

bulge of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eugeosyncline. Structures developed

in pre-Tertiary rocks of northern California, Oregon, west-central

Idaho, and Washington have been used to substantiate the shape of the

great arc according to Taubeneck (1966). Arguments have been made by

Carey (1958), Wise (1963) and Watkins (1965) that the arcuate structure

is not a primary feature in the eugeosyncline but that it was later

tectonically rotated into its present position (Taubeneck, 1966).

Taubeneck (1966) has shown very convincing evidence against these

arguments and states that the arc, which he names the Columbia Arc,

is a primary feature.

The thesis area is outlined in Fig. 26, to show its relative posi-

tion within the Columbia Arc.

Local Structure in Pre-Tertiary Rocks

Alteration, weathering, and poor exposures have made structures in

the Seven Devils Volcanics and meta-quartz diorites of the Peck Mountain

area difficult to interpret. Exposed primary sedimentary structures are
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rare. Only one outcrop showed bedding from which an attitude could be

obtained (Fig. 27). The laminated. bedding (19 per in.) in this outcrop

strikes N 75°E, dips 16° northwest and fits into the general northeast

lineation exhibited by the pre-Tertiary rocks.

The majority of the attitudes taken were on structures superimposed

on the rocks and not on primary stratification. These secondary struc-

tural features are exposed at the surface as northeast-trending joints.

In outcrops away from the roads the joint surfaces are weathered and any

evidence of displacement has been removed. (Fig. 6). In fresher ex-

posures slickensides and brecciated zones were encountered indicating

movement. Faults of this nature were found in the meta-quartz diorite

as well as in the Seven Devils Volcanics. The majority of the shear and

joint surfaces in both rock types strike to the northeast (N 20-45°E).

In some locations the fracture surfaces are closely spaced (1-4 in.).

Some outcrops show evidence of movement along the fractures in the form

of slickensided epidotized surfaces. An increase in shearing and

brecciation along the northeast-trending contact between meta-quartz

diorite to the south and Seven Devils Volcanics to the north may have

prepared the way for hydrothermal fluids which produced the intense

alteration found in the central part of the area.

Field evidence suggests that these shear or joint structures were

preceded by an even earlier joint system and that the shear now visible

in the Peck Mountain area represents renewed movement along a pre-exist-

ing structure. Along the east side of the North Hornet Creek (NW-1, of

Section 33 and in the SE-4 of Section 28, To18 N., R.22 W.) evidence

exists which indicates that the meta-quartz diorite was controlled in



Figure 26. Columbia Arc. (Taubeneck, 1966) in the Pacific
Northwest after King (1954).

structural trends in Nevadan basement
intrusive bodies
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Figure 27. Faint bedding developed in the Seven Devils Volcanics. Near

top of large outcrop near Summit Creek road. Center of

Section 19, T.18 N., R.2 W.
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Figure 28. Ruins of mill at North Hornet Mine property.
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its emplacement by the older northeast trending structure in the

Permian(?) country rocks. Here a block (5 x 25 ft.) of quartz kerato-

phyre is surrounded on two sides (the remaining sides being hidden by

soil cover) by highly weathered meta-quartz diorite. Intense weathering

made it impossible to determine if there had been any lateral movement

along the fractures found here, but the fractures are present in both

rock types and in both cases their strike was N 15°E. The block of

quartz keratophyre had its long dimension parallel to the strike of

fractures in both rocks. To the north, near the center of Section 28,

T.18 N., R.2 W., similar slivers of greenstone are found within the

intrusive. Nearly the reverse condition, narrow exposures of meta-

quartz diorite within the Permian (?) rocks, can also be observed.

Exposures here amount to little more than a soil and make a detailed

study of the structure impossible. Float composed of quarta kerato-

phyre was also encountered about 50 feet above Council-Cuprum road one

half mile south of the Hornet Ranger Station, but it was not possible

to obtain an attitude in the area. Admittedly the field evidence is

not voluminous, but the writer has interpreted the available data as

evidence pointing to structural control of the emplacement of the meta-

quartz diorite along a northeast-trending joint system in the Seven

Devils Volcanics along which there has been subsequent movement.

Regional Structure in Tertiary Rocks

In the Peck Mountain area the Columbia River Basalt is almost flat-

lying and dips seldom exceed three degrees.

Cook (1954) describes the structural condition of the basalts in

the Seven Devils Mountains and Cuddy Mountains areas as essentially
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doubly plunging anticlines separated by a broad syncline. This north-

south structural trend developed in the Columbia River Basalt is almost

perpendicular to the more common east-west structures present in the

greater part of this structural province. Cook (1954) suggested that

this anomalous structural trend was caused by renewed faulting along

pre-existing northeast structures. The dominant structural lineation of

the pre-Tertiary rocks is northeast. Large fault blocks were raised

along older structures that arched and finally faulted the basalts.

Cuddy Mountain with its summit covered by veneer of flat-lying basalt is

believed to be an example of these post-Miocene fault blocks. These

large faults are not evident on the east side of Cuddy Mountain near

Peck Mountain but on the west side, along Wildhorse Creek, an extensive

northeast fault can be traced on a topographic map for at least 20 miles.

Another large fault block can be observed to the east of U.S. route

95 between Midvale and Council, Idaho. The highest part of the fault

block is called Council Mountain, but the entire north-south trending

block is extremely large and is probably over 50 miles long. The

extensive dip slopes on the west side of the fault are composed of

Columbia River Basalt and the top and east sides are quartz diorite of

the Idaho Batholith. The basalts are dinping 30-35 degrees to the west.

The thesis area, therefore, is located between two large post-

Miocene fault blocks, both of which strike north-south.

Local Structure in Tertiary Rocks

The Columbia River Basalt in the eastern half of the map area dips

two to three degrees to the southeast. The possibility of the presence
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of both types of Columbia River Basalt (Yakima and Picture Gorge) could

be structurally significant in the Peck Mountain area. The sample

thought to represent Yakima Basalt (PmW-134) was collected from a

sequence of flows two miles north of the Hornet Ranger Station along the

Council-Cuprum road at an elevation of 4400 feet (NEQNW4 Section 28,

T.18 N., R.2 W.). The other believed to represent Picture Gorge Basalt

(PmW-135) was collected at an elevation of 4000 feet in the east central

part of the map area at the contact of the basalt and the underlying

meta-quartz diorite (NWaSW , Section Section 30, T.18 N., R.2 W.)

More work should be done on the Columbia River Basalt in the region

of the Cuddy Mountains, Peck Mountain, and to the east towards Council

Mountain. The structural condition of the basalts is largely unknown

and the possible presence of both basalt types would provide a regional

horizon that might prove invaluable in deciphering post-Miocene deforma-

tion.
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ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION

Mining History

The Peck Mountain gossan has proved to be an intriguing mystery to

prospectors and mining companies throughout the years. Numerous adits

and discovery pits attest to the fruitless search for gold and copper in

the area to date. Many of these workings can be found on the east

slopes of Peck Mountain and in the area of the North Hornet Mine three

miles to the northwest. Most of the diggings are small pits dug only a

few feet into the altered rock. A few adits were found which extended

up to 50 feet, untimbered, into the hillside. Two of these large adits

can be found in the very northwest corner of Section 28, T.18 N., R.2 W.

at the end of an old road which follows the left fork of North Hornet

Creek. The combination of highly altered rock, lack of timbering, and

the frequent presence of water makes these tunnels too dangerous to

enter.

North Hornet Mine

The North Hornet Mine property is located three miles northwest of

Peck Mountain on the north side of Summit Creek. Although much of the

property and buildings are in ruin (Fig. 28), closer examination shows

that they were not appreciably used.

Cook (1954) states that the only production from the North Hornet

Mine was in 1931 when 65 tons of gold ore was produced. A few years

later, the property was expanded and a vertical shaft was sunk to a

depth of 140 feet but no ore was removed. Cook (1954, p. 21) also
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states the activity in 1953-54 was "based largely upon the alleged

occurrence of samarskite (a niobate and tantalate of iron, uranium and

cerium metals) in a pegmatitic specularite-quartz veinlet in the weather-

ed quartz diorite." Cook checked the pegmatite with a Geiger counter and

found no indication of radioactive minerals. Low-grade, gold-bearing

quartz and barite veins which cut the Seven Devils Volcanics were also

reported by Cook in the vicinity of the North Hornet Mine.

Unfortunately, none of the mineralization reported by Cook was

observed during the field summer of 1965 as all shafts have caved or

filled with dirt, timbers and water. However, magnetite-hematite

boulders up to ten inches in diameter were found downslope from a filled

vertical shaft on the hill immediately north of the old mine mess hall

(Fig. 29). Similar boulders were found on the east side of Peck

Mountain (elevation 4240 ft.), but they lacked the high percentage of

magnetite.

The North Hornet Mine has thus proved to be an unprofitable opera-

tion. In fact, the only deposit of any value on the property is

weathered granular meta-quartz diorite which is used for road metal

by the highway department and U.S. Forest Service (Fig. 30).

Hydrothermal Alteration

All rocks in the Peck Mountain area, except Columbia River Basalt,

have undergone some degree of hydrothermal alteration. The alteration

is especially intense in the central and northwestern part of the map

area as the rocks of Peck Mountain have been thoroughly bleached, strong-

ly silicified, and stained with secondary iron oxide minerals. Wall

rock alteration includes silicification, seritization, pyritization,
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Figure 29. Magnetite boulders (note small magnet) on North Hornet Mine

property.
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Figure 30. Gravel pit of weathered meta-quartz diorite at the North

Hornet Mine property.
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chloritization, albitization, and argillization of variable intensity.

Each will be discussed separately in the text.

Peck Mountain is located within a large zone of intense hydrothermal

alteration which trends northeast through the central map area. The zone

has a maximum width of one and one half miles. The Seven Devils Volcanics

on the northeast and the meta-quartz diorite on the southeast both grade

into the central zone of intense alteration. A similar, though smaller,

zone of alteration is associated with the meta-quartz diorite and the

metavolcanics near the North Hornet mine. Both phases of the meta-quartz

diorite are probably present in the alteration zone near Peck Mountain.

Leaching and weathering of the hydrothermally altered rocks are

important processes from an economic standpoint, as these processes along

with supergene enrichment often determine whether or not a deposit is of

ore grade. These processes of enrichment are especially important in

the Peck Mountain area and may hold the key to its future economic

potential.

The chemical analysis shown in Tables B and C were used to gain a

better understanding of the chemical changes that took place during

mineralization and later during oxidation and leaching of the rock. The

samples analyzed were collected from surface exposures, and, therefore,

reflect not only those chemical changes which took place during altera-

tion and mineralization but also those which may have occurred later

with oxidation and leaching.

Rock samples used in the chemical analysis represent meta-quartz

diorite and quartz keratophyre. One fresh sample and one showing

effects of hydrothermal alteration were selected for each rock type.
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The percent of oxides in these four samples is listed in Table B and

the metals copper, zinc, lead, molybdenum, and silver, with values in

parts per million, are listed in Table C. Chemical compositions of

similar rocks from nearby areas are also given in Table B as a

comparison. An enrichment depletion factor (R) is computed and included

in Table B to indicate the additions or subtractions that may have

occurred during hydrothermal alteration and later supergene leaching.

The factor is obtained by dividing the percent of an oxide in the

altered specimen by the percent of the same oxide in unaltered rock.

Factors greater than unity indicate enrichment and those less than unity

indicate depletion of the oxide. The chemical data are used to enhance

discussion of the various types of hydrothermal alteration present in

the Peck Mountain area. However, inasmuch as specific gravity data

are not available for the samples analyzed, the following inferences

concerning chemical gains and losses are not necessarily quantitatively

precise.

Silicification

Silicification is one of the most intense and widespread types of

alteration in the Peck Mountain area. All pre-Tertiary rocks have been

silicified to some degree, Its effects range from selective quartz

veinlets 0.1 to 0.3 cm wide to massive replacement of the original

rock by microgranular quartz. Silicification in both the metavolcanics

and the meta-quartz diorite increases towards their mutual contact until

primary features of both rock types are completely obliterated by silica

replacement. The zone of silicification appears wide in the Seven

Devils Volcanics.
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Table B. Chemical compositions of rocks in the thesis area and
similar rock types from other areas.*

Umqd A.mgd Edf Uqk Aqk Edf Mqd Qk

Si02 60.03 68.19 1.10 72.23 74.72 1.03 64.00 72.31

Ti02 .48 .31 .64 .19 .52 2.62 .52 .40

A1203 18.19 18.14 1.00 13.72 13.65 .99 17.40 12.76

Fe203 2.22 2.52 1.13 1.55 4.16 2.68 2.00 1.94

FeO 3.06 .32 .10 2.49 .18 .07 1.80 1.26

MnO .28 .02 .10 .33 .04 .12 .06 .08

MqO 2.37 .95 .40 1.67 .88 .53 2.50 1.32

CaO 6.61 .54 .08 2.39 .24 .10 5.30 .10

Na20 4.21 3.35 .71 3.44 .42 .12 4.30 3.75

K20 1.59 2.78 1.70 1.43 3.20 2.24 .87 3.61

H2O .89 2.57 2.87 .62 2.47 3.98)
1.40 1.74

H2O .26 .65 2.50 .18 .18 1.00)

P205 .18 .03 .17 .08 .01 .13 .14 .15

Total 100.37 100.37 100.32 100.39 100.00 99.51

Table C. Metal content of rocks in thesis area expressed in parts

per million.*

Umqd Amgd Uqk Aqk

Cu 10 435 40 65

Zn 250 35 95 20

Pb 10 10 5 5

Mo 1 1 2

An -1 -1 -1 -1

*Explanation of Tables B and C on following page.
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Explanation of tables B and C.

Umqd = Unaltered meta-quartz diorite from thesis area.

Amqd = Hydrothermally altered meta-quartz diorite from thesis area.

Edf = Enrichment-depletion factor

Uqk = Unaltered quartz keratophyre from thesis area.

Aqk = Hydrothermally altered quartz keratophyre from thesis area.

Edf = Enrichment-depletion factor

Mqd = Meta-quartz diorite from the Ringins region of western Idaho

(Hamilton, 1963a p. 14)

Qk = Quartz keratophyre from the Baker quadrangle of eastern Oregon

(Gilluly, 1937)

Table B

Whole rock oxide analysis performed by K. Aoki at the Institute

of Mineralogy, Petrology, and Economic Geology. Tohoku University,

Sendai, Japan.

Table C

Trace element analysis performed by Rocky Mountain Ceochemical

Laboratories, Salt Lake City, Utah. Copper, zinc, and silver analyzed

by atomic absorption and lead and molybdenum determined by colorimetric

methods.
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Table D. Modal analysis of meta-quartz diorite and quartz keratophyre.
See page 57 for explanation.

Minerals Umgd Amod Uqk Arc k

Plagioclase (An) 21.0% (An'40-43) 22.9% (An?) Tr An?)

(An) 11.3% (An 7-10) 38.6% (An 7-10)

Quartz 29.0% 37.9% 36.6% 40.0%

Hornblende 9.7% 0 0 0

Biotite 5.3% 3.0% 0 0

Sphene Tr 0 0 0

Apatite Tr 0 0 0

Opaque 1.3% 6.0% 1.0% 18.0%
Fe oxide hydrous hydrous

Fe oxide Fe oxide

Sericite 21.3% 30.3% 5.3% 42.0%

Epidote Tr .3% 9.6% 0

Chlorite 1.0% Tr 9.0% 0

Total 99.9% 100.1% 100.1% 100.0%
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Two stages of silicification have occurred in the meta-quartz

diorite: one as a possible result of late magmatic deuteric alteration

and the other as a result of later hydrothermal alteration of all

pre-Tertiary rocks. The earlier silicification along with albitization

increases in intensity in those zones of the meta-quartz diorite having

a cataclastic texture. Quartz and albite have been introduced as

micropegmatite and the two minerals are commonly intergrown in crude

micrographic and myrmekitic textures. Troquoy (Gilluly, 1932-33, p. 71)

states that slightly cataclastic rocks have long been recognized to

furnish especially favorable environments for myrmekite. !Williams,

Turner, and Gilbert (1954, p. 10) state that the quartz-feldspar inter-

growths of micropegmatite form during final stages of magma consolida-

tion as a deuteric alteration product.

These textural and mineralogical relationships suggest, therefore,

that the silica and albite were introduced during a late stage of

magmatic deuteric emanations and that zones of cataclasis provided both

channelways and increased surface area for reaction with the fluids.

Later hydrothermal silicification has been superimposed over the

earlier deuteric alteration. Veins of quartz up to three centimeters

thick cut the meta-quartz diorite near the zone of intense alteration

in the central part of the map area.

It is very difficult to determine how much quartz has been added

to the Seven Devils Volcanics, especially the quartz keratophyres as

they were originally silica rich. Much of what appears to be massive

silicification of the metavolcanics, may in fact be a result of re-

mobilization and recrystallization of the silica already present in
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the rocks. Table B, however, suggests that there has been an increase

of approximately two percent in silica content during alteration of the

quartz keratophyre sample and an increase of eight percent in the meta-

quartz diorite. Leached outcrops cut by quartz and pyrite veins up to

four centimeters wide were found in the altered metavolcanics on the

top of Peck Mountain.

It was discovered during mapping that the zone of strong silicifica-

tion and mineralization trending northeast through the area could be

divided into two units; one with quartz phenocrysts and one without.

Both units are typified by pervasive silicification but in thin section

remnant textures and crystal ghosts indicate that the porphyritic rock

is altered quartz keretophyre and the non-porphyritic rock is altered

meta-quartz diorite. Livingston (1923, p. 14-15) describes a rock

which he calls a "quartz porphyry" as intruding all the rocks of the

Peck Mountain area except the Columbia River Basalt.

The evidence found during this study, however, indicates that the

partially porphyritic highly silicic rock is not a separate intrusive,

but a zone of intense silicification and mineralization. Quartz pheno-

crysts are most abundant in the northwestern part of the alteration

zone and are thought to be relict phenocrysts in altered quartz

keratophyre of the Seven Devils Volcanics.

Silicified ridges in the vicinity of Peck Mountain trend to the

northeast (N.20°-25°E.) and indicate that silicification was controlled

by the same older pre-Tertiary structure which controlled this emplace-

ment of meta-quartz diorite.
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Sericitization

White mica has formed by both regional metamorphism and later

hydrothermal processes. Sericite is also a common low grade metamorphic

mineral abundant in both the meta-quartz diorite and the metavolcanics

away from the central zone of intense alteration.

White mica has been an important addition to the rocks during

hydrothermal alteration and is directly associated with silicification.

The intensity of sericitization varies within the zone of alteration

but is most intense where silicification is strong. Some highly

silicified rocks contain up to 20 percent white mica.

An X-ray analysis of the white mica was carried out in order to

determine if it was potassium-bearing sericite or sodium-bearing

paragonite. White mica was concentrated from a sample of altered

rock. The sample was exposed to X-ray diffractometer analysis three

times: untreated, treated with glycol, and after heating to 6000C.

(Fig. 31.) In all cases a good peak for mica was obtained and in all

cases it was less than 10°A. According to Warshaw and Roy (1961, p.

1480) the d-spacing for sericite or muscovite is 10°A and that for

paragonite is slightly less than 10°A. They also state that the d-

spacings do not vary with treatment. Thus, the X-ray data seems to

indicate the presence of paragonite rather than sericite. Chemical

evidence is in direct conflict with these results. The chemical data

given in Table B shows that there has actually been a decrease in the

sodium content and an increase in potassium sungesting that sericite and

not paragonite has been formed. In this case the chemical data has been

selected as the more accurate and the white mica is therefore inferred
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to be sericite.

Pyri ti zati on

Pyrite is the most abundant sulfide in the Peck Mountain area and

is found in all rock types except the Columbia River Basalt. Post-basalt

pyri ti zati on , however, has occurred on the west side of Cuddy Mountain

and at the Oxbow of the Snake River (Cook, 1954). Although the pyrite

is pervasive throughout the map area, it is most abundant in the highly

altered central zone. The bulk of the pyrite occurs as small

disseminated cubes and blebs less than 0.5 mm in diameter. Pyrite and

quartz-pyrite veinlets are comparatively rare.

In the metavolcanics, pyrite is also closely associated with those

minerals formed during regional metamorphism. Pyrite cubes are often

present with chlorite, epidote, quartz, and sericite as they replace

individual crystals and clumps of albitized feldspar. In some thin

sections pyrite is an early mineral as it is often rimmed with epidote.

The fact that some pyrite was added during metamorphism makes it

difficult to determine how much pyrite has been added during hydro-

thermal alteration; especially as much of the pyrite has been leached

from the central zone of alteration. Pyrite is rare in the meta-quartz

diorite away from the alteration zone and where present it is not

disseminated but follows thin fractures in the intrusive. Pyrite has

undoubtedly served as a major source of the hydrous iron minerals

which stain the rocks around Peck Mountain and those at the North Hornet

Mine property.

In one sample of brecciated quartz keratophyre the disseminated

pyrite had been leached from a narrow zone less than three millimeters
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Figure 31. X-ray analysis of white mica used in an attempt to
determine if mica is K or Na rich.
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wide around each breccia fragment leaving the pyrite in the central

part untouched. The vacant cubes are outlined with hematite, limonite

and occasional jarosite (?). These hydrous minerals are abundant in

the open spaces between fragments and illustrate diffusion of iron from

pyrite outward into the enclosing host over short distances. Here, the

leaching of the pyrite is accompanied by a bleaching of the rock to a

white cream color.

Pyrite is an important mineral both above and below the water table.

It serves as a source for ferric sulfate and sulfuric acid in the zone

of oxidation which enables the percolating waters to dissolve the ore

minerals. Below the water table pyrite serves as a host for the deposi-

tion of secondary sulfides from the downward percolating copper-rich

waters. The acidic solutions are neutralized below the water table and

form ore minerals by replacement of primary iron sulfide. Chalcocite,

covellite and argentite are common supergene minerals formed during this

enrichment process.

The pyrite at Peck Mountain is very important, and therefore, the

absence of copper at the surface is suggestive of possible secondary

sulfide enrichment at depth.

Chloritization

Chlorite is present in the pre-Tertiary rocks of the Peck Mountain

area as a product of both regional metamorphism and hydrothermal altera-

tion. It is more abundant in those areas affected by regional meta-

morphism and thus it appears likely that some chlorite was actually

destroyed during hydrothermal alteration.
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Chlorite is most abundant in the Seven Devils Volcanics where they

are least affected by hydrothermal alteration. The chlorite is color-

less to light green in color and its pleochroism varies from faint to

strong. Penninite with its characteristic anomalous "Berlin Blue"

interference color is very common but not as prevalent as prochiorite

which shows brown interference colors.

Chloritization is strongest in those rocks that have also been

strongly albitized. Chlorite, epidote, quartz, and pyrite commonly

replace the center or entire phenocryst of albitized feldspar. In one

sample of quartz keratophyre, penninite was observed as a replacement

of albitized feldspar in a crude graphic pattern. The chlorite in the

groundmass of the quartz keratophyre appears as thin wispy vein-like

films. Tiny interlocking spheres with radiating extinction are also

common in the microcrystalline groundmass. In larger masses the

chlorite occurs as bladed crystals of interlocking aggregates. The

close relationship of chlorite and albite strongly suggests that the

aluminum necessary for the formation of chlorite was derived from the

more calcic part of the albite rimmed plagioclase phenocrysts. This

condition of chlorite replacing albitized feldspars has been reported

by Albers and Robertson (1961) and other investigators.

Chlorite in the meta-quartz diorite, accompanied by sphene, most

commonly replaces the hornblende and biotite and seldom is found re-

placing the feldspar. No penninite was observed in the meta-quartz

diorite (prochiorite being the only variety).

Chlorite with grayish interference colors has been added to the

rocks during hydrothermal alteration and is present in most areas with
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sericite and quartz. Whether or not chlorite had a zonal distribution

with respect to the intrusion, could not be determined. Chlorititization

is usually more intense where the host rocks have been silicified.

Chlorite has been added both during regional metamorphism and

hydrothermal metamorphism. The chlorite that was formed in the Seven

Devils Volcanics during regional metamorphism was later destroyed

during hydrothermal alteration. During some stage, which appears to be

shortly after silicification, more chlorite was added. This paragenetic

sequence is suggested by the fact that chlorite commonly fills the

interestices between the quartz grains in rocks collected in the highly

silicified zone. Overall destruction of chlorite and other mafic

constituents during hydrothermal alteration, however, is shown by the

marked decrease in ferrous iron and magnesium wihch are important

constituents of the chlorite group. (Table B.)

Argillization

The formation of clay minerals during hydrothermal alteration is in-

significant as compared to the other alteration minerals. They are

present throughout the immediate Peck Mountain area but are most

abundant in the altered contact zone between the metavolcanics and meta-

quartz diorite.

The clay minerals are present in wispy veinlike forms and often

appear intermixed with sericite. Only a few samples showed intense

argillization and no clay peaks were evident from the X-ray patterns

(Fig. 31). The A12O3 content of the rocks in Table B shows essentially

no change to have occurred as a result of hydrothermal alteration. The

light shades of green, brown, and gray characteristic of argillization
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are common in the alteration zones and may suggest the presence of more

clay minerals than were indicated by X-ray and microscopic evidence.

Albitization

Albite is widespread in the pre-Tertiary geosynclinal sediments and

intrusives of eastern Oregon and western Idaho. The pre-Tertiary rocks

of the Peck Mountain area have been extensively albitized and textural

relationships indicate two modes of albitization. Both the Seven Devils

Volcanics and the meta-quartz diorite contain their own separate types

of albitization.

All feldspars of the Seven Devils Volcanics are albitic and where

not completely converted to albite, their more calcic-and alumina-rich

cores are replaced by chlorite, epidote, quartz, sericite, and minor

pyrite. The original composition of the feldspar is, therefore, not

known. No veins of albite were found in the metavolcanics. The textural

relations along with the pervasive distribution suggests that the albite

has been formed as a result of low-grade regional metamorphism.

Albite is also ubiquitous in the meta-quartz diorite but its

textural relationships are more complicated than in the metavolcanics.

Micrographic, myrmekitic, and micropenmatitic intergrowths of quartz and

albite present in the meta-quartz diorite are well developed in those

areas of the intrusive that have been shattered during cataclastic meta-

morphism. These textures and their relation to cataclastic deformation

are nearly identical to similar features described by Gilluly (1933) in

the albite granites of eastern Oregon. Veins (1-2 cm) and veinlets (less

than one half millimeter) of albite and quartz cut the meta-quartz

diorite in the Peck Mountain area. The close textural relationship of
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quartz and albite suggests simultaneous deposition within the meta-quartz

diorite as a result of late magmatic deuteric alteration. The abundance

of these two minerals in the shattered zones suggests that these zones

provided channelways for the migration of deuteric solutions.

Albitization of the pre-Tertiary rocks of the Peck Mountain area is,

therefore, a result of both low grade regional metamorphism and late

magmatic deuteric alteration. These two spatially separate modes of

albitization may be related as the closely spaced intrusions within the

metavolcanic series may have served both as a source of albite and as

the direct cause of regional metamorphism. Thus, the formation of

albite appears to be restricted to an earlier process as no evidence

of its development as a product of later hydrothermal alteration was

found. In fact, the albitic feldspars so characteristic of the pre-

Tertiary rocks were altered and replaced beyond recognition in much of

the alteration zone. The chemical data in Table B also shows a rather

strong decrease in both sodium and calcium, especially in the quartz

keratophyre, that is clearly related to the hydrothermal destruction of

feldspar.

Copper Sulfide Mineralization

No primary or h_ypogene copper sulfide minerals were encountered by

the writer in the field or in thin section examinations. Livingston

(1920), however, has reported chalcopyrite along the left fork of North

Hornet Creek east of Peck Mountain. A search was carried out in this

area, but the location may have been missed by the writer as Livingston's

description is vague.
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As can be seen from Table C, there has been a great increase in the

amount of copper during alteration of the meta-quartz diorite and a

slight increase in the altered quartz keratophyre. This larger amount

of copper must be associated with pyrite or supergene iron oxides as no

copper minerals were visible in thin section.

Oxidation and Sunernene Enrichment

Oxidation and leaching of the mineralized rocks of the central part

of the Peck Mountain area have produced a aossan of variable intensity

of almost three square miles in extent. The zone of oxidation is linear

and follows the northeast trend of alteration and mineralization. No

deep shafts or core hole data are available to determine thickness of

the oxidized zone. Light yellow and light yellow-brown with streaks of

dark brown are the dominant colors of the gossan. The predominance of

light yellow colors indicates the presence of jarosite, a potassium-

iron sulfate commonly formed from the oxidation of pyrite and limonite.

No copper sulfides were encountered in the map area, but small

amounts of chrysocolla were found by the writer in the North Hornet

Intrusive near the gravel pit east of the ranger station. Its presence

suggests that copper was formerly present as a sulfide, probably chalco-

pyrite, and that some of it has been localized as a silicate in the zone

of oxidation. This phenomena is characteristic of many porphyry copper

deposits and is especially important at the San Manuel deposit in Pinal

County, Arizona. Here hypogene ore is much more abundant than supergene

ore because of the fixation of copper in chrysocolla in the zone of

oxidation (Schwartz in Titley and Hicks, p. 47).
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One of two possibilities, therefore, exists. Either all the copper

present in the rocks has been leached and deposited below the water

table, or there was very little copper to begin with. Copper is common-

ly not visible to the layman in the zone of oxidation and is detected

only by reochemical or assay methods. Although very little in the way

of copper minerals was visible, Table C shows that there has been a

definite addition of copper to the altered rock. This copper has

resisted leaching and is probably fixed in one of the limonite minerals.

It is interestinn to note that there is a sharp decrease in the

amount of zinc during alteration and leaching of the altered phases.

Although some zinc enrichment and deposition can occur below the water

table, most zinc minerals are soluble in water and are quickly trans-

ported away from the mineralized area (Park and MacDiarmid, 1964, p. 440).

Table C also shows that no lead or molybdenum was added during mineraliza-

tion and remained stable or unchanged during weathering and oxidation.

Ages of Metamorphism and 1ydrothermal Alteration

The spatial relationship of intense hydrothermal alteration and

proximity to the n ;eta-quartz diorite might indicate that the intrusive

is the direct cause of hydrothermal alteration, The altered zones

appear to be halos that extend out from the contact between the Seven

Devils Volcanics and the meta-quartz diorite. This seemingly evident

relationship is easily visible on the peolo!ic map (Plate 1) where the

zone of intense alteration can be seen to parallel the northeast trend-

ing meta-quartz diorite. There are, ho,w!ever, other data which show that

hydrothermal alteration did not take place during emplacement of the
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quartz diorite but rather that it occurred at a later time.

Field and thin section data show that both the meta-quartz diorite

and the Seven Devils Volcanics have been hydrothermally altered. Much

of the rock in the central part of the map area is altered beyond

recognition. Samples were collected on either side of the alteration

zone which showed a step-by-step gradation of both metavolcanics and

meta-quartz diorite into the highly silicified rock.

Mineral and textural evidence indicate that both rocks have been

affected by low grade regional metamorphism. It was also found that the

minerals and textures formed during regional metamorphism have been

partially or totally destroyed during hydrothermal alteration. The

metamorphosed dikes which cut all pre-Tertiary rock in the area have

also been hydrothermally altered. These relationships indicate that

hydrothermal alteration took place not only after emplacement of the

quartz diorite but after emplacement of the dikes and regional meta-

morphism.

The fact that the older (pre-Tertiary) metamorphic intrusives which

cut the Seven Devils Volcanics produce little in the way of contact

alteration is not uncommon in western Idaho and eastern Oregon, Hamilton

(1963, p. 13) describes a similar relationship in which meta-quartz

diorite cuts the Seven Devils Volcanics in the Riggins area. He states

that both the metavolcanics and meta-quartz diorite have been regionally

metamorphosed to the same degree and that the greenstones show no

conspicuous contact metamorphism as they are cut sharply by the quartz

diorite. Vallier (1966) personal communication) reports that there is

very little in the way of contact effects around the meta-quartz diorite
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which intrudes the Permian rocks in the Snake River canyon.

It is probable, therefore, that little or no contact alteration took

place during the emplacement of the meta-quartz diorite in the Peck

Mountain area. Hydrothermal fluids migrated from depth up along zones

of structural weakness altering both meta-quartz diorite and metavolcanics

and thus obliterating any contact effects originally present.

Therefore, it is proposed that hydrothermal alteration occurred

later than either intrusion of the meta-quartz diorite, tentatively

dated as Permian to Triassic in age, or regional metamorphism. What,

then, are the actual geologic ages of regional metamorphism and hydro-

thermal alteration? Hamilton (1963, p. 16) states the regional meta-

morphism which has affected the Seven Devils Volcanics in the Riggins

area is Jurassic in age. Cook (1954, p. 9) states that metamorphism

began in late Jurassic or Cretaceous in the Seven Devils Mountains.

The nearby Wallowa Batholith in western Oregon which is unmetamorphosed,

has been dated radiometrically as 140 million years (personal communica-

tion, Taubeneck, 1966). Regional metamorphism, therefore, took place

some time before the emplacement of the Wallowa Batholith in late

Jurassic time. This minimum age for regional metamorphism is assumed

to be applicable to that of the Peck Mountain area. Hydrothermal

alteration and mineralization is, therefore, post Jurassic and pre-

Miocene in age.
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GEOLOGIC SUMMARY

This chapter summarizes the events that collectively have produced

the present geologic framework of the Peck Mountain area.

The lithology of the Seven Devils Volcanics indicates intermittent

deposition of elastics and submarine volcanics in a eugeosynclinal

environment. This mode of deposition continued through Permian and

Triassic time. Intrusion of the two phases of meta-quartz diorite in

the Peck Mountain area also occurred at a similar time; probably in

Triassic time. These plutonic rocks were partly controlled in their

emplacement by pre-existing fractures in the Seven Devils Volcanics.

The combination of extensive volcanism, fracturing and later emplacement

of granitic plutons points to strong diastrophism within the geosyncline

throughout much of Permian and Triassic time.

After these episodes of plutonism and before Late Jurassic time,

the rocks were subjected to low-grade regional metamorphism. Widespread

albitization may have occurred at this time or earlier shortly

after deposition of the Seven Devils Volcanics. Once again, near the

Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary in geologic time, granitic plutonism

occurred in the region. However, none of these younger intrusives is

exposed in the Peck Mountain area. Although they are similar in

lithology to the older series, they have not been subjected to regional

metamorphism.

Fine-grained mafic dikes were intruded along fractures in the

Seven Devils Volcanics and in the associated meta-quartz diorite

plutons at some time prior to regional metamorphism. The dikes have
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also been subjected to hydrothermal alteration. This relationship is

important in that apparently the granitic intrusives exposed in the

Peck Mountain area were not the source of hydrothermal fluids. The

sequence of events was emplacement of granitic plutons, intrusion of

mafic dikes, regional metamorphism, and finally hydrothermal altera-

tion and mineralization.

Hydrothermal alteration and mineralization took place sometime

after the Jurassic and before the deposition of the Columbia River

Basalt in the Miocene. The source of the hydrothermal fluids which

altered the rocks in the mapped area is unknown. They were, however,

guided by the pre-exi§ting shear fractures in the older rocks and may

have emanated from some younger (Cretaceous-early Tertiary) intrusive

at depth. Sub-aerial weathering and leaching of the altered rocks and

the formation of gnus over the meta-quartz diorite also took place

prior to deposition of the Columbia River Basalt.

The region was uplifted and subjected to erosion in Cretaceous or

early Tertiary time. The entire region during Miocene time was flooded

with thousands of feet of Columbia River Basalt. It was not until

Pliocene and/or Pleistocene time that uplift and erosion exposed the

pre-Tertiary rocks. Block faulting and broad folding, which were

partially controlled by the pre-Tertiary structural trend, produced a

landscape similar to that present today. Since that time Pleistocene

alpine glaciation has modified the topography in the higher elevations.
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